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Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, and Department of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CaliforniaABSTRACT The amyloid-b(25–35) peptide plays a key role in the etiology of Alzheimer’s disease due to its extreme toxicity
even in the absence of aging. Because of its high tendency to aggregate and its low solubility in water, the structure of this
peptide is still unknown. In this work, we sought to understand the early stages of aggregation of the amyloid-b(25–35) peptide
by conducting simulations of oligomers ranging from monomers to tetramers. Our simulations show that although the monomer
preferentially adopts a b-hairpin conformation, larger aggregates have extended structures, and a clear transition from compact
b-hairpin conformations to extended b-strand structures occurs between dimers and trimers. Even though b-hairpins are not
present in the final architecture of the fibril, our simulations indicate that they play a critical role in fibril growth. Our simulations
also show that b-sheet structures are stabilized when a b-hairpin is present at the edge of the sheet. The binding of the hairpin to
the sheet leads to a subsequent destabilization of the hairpin, with part of the hairpin backbone dangling in solution. This free
section of the peptide can then recruit an extra monomer from solution, leading to further sheet extension. Our simulations
indicate that the peptide must possess sufficient conformational flexibility to switch between a hairpin and an extended confor-
mation in order for b-sheet extension to occur, and offer a rationalization for the experimental observation that overstabilizing
a hairpin conformation in the monomeric state (for example, through chemical cross-linking) significantly hampers the fibrilliza-
tion process.INTRODUCTIONAmyloidosis refers to a family of diseases characterized
by the presence of extracellular proteinaceous aggregate
deposits known as amyloids. These diseases can target
different organs, and even though the deposits originate
from different proteins, they share a number of common
structural features (1–4), including the ability to bind to
amyloid dyes and a characteristic x-ray diffraction pattern
corresponding to the presence of a cross-b-sheet structure
(4–9).
Alzheimer’s disease (10) (AD) is perhaps the best-known
amyloid disorder and is characterized by the aggregation of
amyloid-b proteins (Ab) in the brain (11). Ab proteins are
proteolytic byproducts of the amyloid precursor protein
(APP) (12). Cleavage of this transmembrane protein gives
rise to protein fragments of varying length (13), the most
common of which are the 40- or 42-residues-long Ab(1–
40) and Ab(1–42) peptides (14). The aggregation of these
peptides is associated with neuronal death and resulting
dementia (6,7,15,16). The mechanism by which aggregation
leads to cell death remains a matter of debate, and toxicity
has been associated with both small oligomers and full-
fledged fibrils (17–19). Of interest, some aggregates show
greater toxicity after aging (15). This may be due to either
a change in structural arrangement (5,9,20) or to the fact
that the original aggregate undergoes major chemical modi-
fications (20,21) that produce several, smaller (possibly
more toxic) species (14).Submitted April 27, 2012, and accepted for publication June 14, 2012.
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0006-3495/12/08/0576/11 $2.00Although the Ab(1–40) and Ab(1–42) peptides are the
most abundant forms of Ab produced in the body, aggre-
gates of shorter fragments are also observed in brain tissue.
In this study we focused on the aggregation process of one
such fragment, the 11-amino-acid GSNKGAIIGLM pep-
tide corresponding to the 25–35 segment of the longer Ab
peptides (15,19,21–24). This amphiphilic fragment corre-
sponds to the transmembrane segment of APP (25), with
the C-terminus inserted into the membrane in the context
of APP.
Among the many fragments of Ab that have been
studied experimentally, Ab(25–35) represents the smallest
naturally occurring fragment that retains both the toxicity
and the aggregation properties of the full-length molecule
(15,19,26). These properties make it a useful proxy for
studying the aggregation of the full-length Ab peptides,
and more generally for elucidating the formation of other
amyloid fibers and their toxicity (14,19,27–31).
As is the case with the full-length Ab peptide, Ab(25–35)
is an intrinsically disordered peptide (IDP). In other words,
it does not possess a well-defined structure, and instead
tends to populate multiple conformations. These peptides
are extremely difficult to characterize in water, and their
disordered nature, low solubility, and high tendency to
aggregate make it very challenging to achieve a structural
characterization through standard ensemble averaging tech-
niques such as NMR. For this reason, no definitive, ex-
perimentally obtained three-dimensional structure of the
Ab(25–35) monomer in water has been obtained. Experi-
ments have been conducted in water mixtures or in micellar
solution (32,33), and it has been shown that this peptidehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.06.027
Role of b-Hairpins in Ab Aggregation 577adopts different conformations and fibril morphologies
under different experimental conditions (27,28,31–36).
The most detailed atomistic pictures of the very early
stages of aggregation have been obtained by means of simu-
lations. The latter enable a single-molecule characterization
of the conformations adopted by the peptide and hence are
well suited to characterize the conformations of IDPs. An
early study by Wei and Shea (37) showed that the mono-
meric state of Ab(25–35) adopts a b-hairpin conformation
in water, and a helical conformation in lipid mimicking
solvents (the latter in agreement with experimental data).
In a subsequent study of dimers of Ab(25–35) in water,
Wei et al. (38) showed that the dimers could adopt a number
of conformations in which the Ab(25–35) peptide could
adopt a hairpin (in similarity to the monomeric case) or
undergo a structural rearrangement so as to adopt an ex-
tended strand conformation. This rearrangement was later
confirmed in simulations by Kittner and Knecht (39).
It is intriguing that although b-hairpins are observed
in simulations of monomers of a number of aggregating
peptides (including various fragments of the Ab peptides,
as well as other peptides, such as the IAPP peptide impli-
cated in Type II diabetes), hairpins are not seen in the fibril
structures of these peptides (37,38,40–63). Rather, the pep-
tides appear to prefer either extended conformations or
strand-loop-strand conformations in the context of fibrils.
In this work, we extend our earlier simulations on mono-
mers and dimers of Ab(25–35) to larger aggregates, with
the goal of understanding the role of b-hairpin formation
in early aggregation. We consider both trimer and tetramer
formation, and analyze the structural modifications that
occur during the aggregation process. Emphasis is placed
on noteworthy structural features that are critical for trig-
gering and sustaining the aggregation process. The replica-
exchange protocol we used does not directly provide
information about the pathways or kinetics of aggregation,
but does enable a thorough characterization of the thermo-
dynamics of aggregation. We will discuss our results in
terms of the structures obtained, starting from monomer to
tetramer. Presenting the results in this order allows an appre-
ciation of how the same interactions that at the very begin-
ning favor a b-hairpin structure for the monomer lead to
b-sheet structures in larger aggregates composed of fully
extended chains, with only a minor population of b-hairpins.
For this particular peptide, the trimer emerges as the critical
oligomeric size in the transition from b-hairpin dominant
to b-sheet dominant conformations. The common physical
interactions that are responsible for stabilizing both a b-
hairpin conformation and b-sheet structures under different
conditions explain the essential role that monomers play in
stabilizing and propagating the growth front of the fibril.
We show that a b-hairpin (the most common monomeric
conformation) residing at the edge of a growing b-sheet
can prevent the sheet from collapsing into more compact
conformations (with the latter being less likely to growinto full-fledged fibrils). This hairpin can then subsequently
extend into a b-strand conformation, allowing the b-sheet
to grow through the inclusion of other monomers from
solution.METHODS
The simulation approach is summarized below. A detailed description of
the simulation protocol, convergence, and equilibration can be found in
the Supporting Material. We collected all of the data in the canonical
NVT ensemble using the package GROMACS (64–67) and the OPLS-
AA force field (68–70) in association with the TIP3P water model (71).
For the simulations in solution, we computed the electrostatic interactions
using the particle mesh Ewald method (72,73) with a real-space cutoff of
1.2 nm. The same cutoff was used to compute the van derWaals interactions
as well as long-range dispersion corrections for both energy and pressure.
The temperature was kept constant by a Nose´-Hoover thermostat (74–76)
and the equations of motion were integrated by means of the leap-frog algo-
rithm (77) with a time step of 2 fs. Constraints were used for the heavy
atoms connected to hydrogens atoms, with the LINCS (78) algorithm for
the protein and the SETTLE (79) algorithm for water. The edge of the
box of water was ~5.4 nm long (see Supporting Material) and periodic
boundary conditions were employed.
As discussed in the Introduction, small peptides do not have a preferen-
tial, native conformation, and instead populate multiple states. Therefore,
we employed replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) to improve
the sampling efficiency (80–82). This method consists of running multiple
simulations of the same system in parallel but at different temperatures.
At regular intervals of 3 ps, conformations at different temperatures are
compared and eventually swapped according to their difference in energy.
The temperature ranges were as follows: 290–497.4 K (monomer), 290–356
K (dimer), and 290–411 K (trimer and tetramer). To achieve proper sam-
pling and statistic, simulations were run for 206 ns (monomer), 330 ns
(dimer), 502 ns (trimer), and 517 ns (tetramer). The initial 107 ns (mono-
mer), 123 ns (dimer), 207 ns (trimer), and 208 ns (tetramer) were discarded
as equilibration data.
We analyzed the data using the tools provided with the GROMACS
package. In particular, cluster analysis was performed with the use of the
Daura algorithm (83), which constructs clusters based on the root mean-
square deviation (RMSD) of the peptide. The RMSD was computed only
for the backbones (excluding the terminal groups), and structures with
RMSD within a specified cutoff were collected inside the same cluster.
The cutoff employed was different for each case and is reported when appli-
cable. The relative abundance of each cluster is reported in Fig. S5, Fig. S6,
Fig. S7, and Fig. S8. In the text, we limit ourselves to discussing clusters
that either have a relative abundance of >5% or present notable features.RESULTS
Monomer: collapsed coils coexist with hairpin-
like b-turn structures
As in our earlier work, we find that the monomeric state of
the Ab(25–35) fragment populates mainly conformations
that can be classified as collapsed coil and hairpin-like b-
turn (37). The radius of gyration and the end-to-end distance
are highly correlated (see Fig. S9), and the ratio of these
quantities ranges between 2.5 and 3.3 (Fig. S9) (and thus
is much smaller than the Gaussian chain value of 6 (84)).
These features highlight the fact that the chain strongly
prefers to adopt compact conformations, and that extended
conformations (as would be seen in a fibril) are not favored.Biophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586
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be explained based on the distribution of the charged
groups along the backbone. The most important groups
in this respect are the two termini (the protein is in its
zwitterionic form, with charged glycine G25 and methio-
nine M35) and the positively charged side chain of the
lysine (K28). The majority of the conformations prefer to
keep the two termini close to each other, with the side
chain of K28 dangling in solution. However, in an alternate
arrangement, K28 is positioned close to the M35 terminus
(Fig. S10).
To clearly identify the structures adopted by the monomer
Ab(25–35) in solution, we performed a cluster analysis of
the available conformations. The cluster analysis groups
structures based on the similarity (i.e., the RMSD differ-
ence) of their backbone conformations. Clusters are then
ranked according to their abundance (i.e., the number of
conformations belonging to each cluster), with cluster A
being the most abundant.
Fig. 1 a shows clusters with an abundance of >5% based
on their RSMD from the reference structures A1 and B. For
greater clarity, we also report these structures along with
their relative abundance in Fig. S5 and Fig. S12. All of these
structures have a b-hairpin conformation of the backbone,
with the bend occurring at the location G29-A30-I31. Inside
cluster A, one can clearly identify at least three major
subpopulations, classified as A1, A2, and A3. The most
populated conformation, A1, differs from the other clusters
because of the formation of hydrogen bonds between gly-
cine G29 or isoleucine I31 and asparagine N27 (Fig. S11).
This hydrogen bond allows the hairpin to bend the turn
region internally, so that an extremely compact conforma-
tion is obtained (Fig. S12).Biophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586The absence of the hydrogen bond with N27 leads
to more planar b-hairpin conformations, as is the case in
clusters A2, A3, and B. Except for cluster C, the turn region
is tightly packed to maximize the number of hydrogen
bonds.
All of the structures described above share a common
feature in that they try to preserve a b-hairpin conformation
that segregates the hydrophobic moieties on one side of the
hairpin (residues 31–35). The other side of the b-hairpin is
positively charged, with the positive side chain of K28 close
to the positive N-terminus.Dimer: a majority of hairpin dimers and a minority
of extended b-sheet dimers
The structure of the monomer discussed above is mainly
dictated by its tendency to adopt compact conformations
that maximize the number of (intramolecular) hydrogen
bonds. To assess how the structure of each monomer changes
when included inside a dimer, we plot in Fig. 1 b the proba-
bility distribution for one chain inside the dimer when the
reference structures are the same as in the monomer case.
As can be seen from this figure, there is a rich diversity of
structures, with the majority of chains inside the dimer re-
taining a high population of b-hairpin structures. In addition,
a smaller, new population starts to appear, corresponding to
chains that are in the extended state S1.
This plot should be compared with Fig. 2 a, which reports
the probability distribution for the structures found for the
dimers. In agreementwith previous studies (38,39), the dimer
starts to show b-sheet structures (see cluster B). However,
the majority of the clusters (see also Fig. 3) show a clear
predominance of b-hairpins.FIGURE 1 Probability of finding a particular
conformation of the backbone within (a) mono-
mers, (b) dimers, (c) trimers, and (d) tetramers.
For all of the cases considered, the reference struc-
tures are taken from clusters A (x axis) and B
(y axis) of the monomer. Representative conforma-
tions for the main clusters are reported as well.
The cutoff used for clustering was 0.12 nm. We
identified the subpopulation for cluster A by per-
forming a second cluster analysis only on those
populations with a cutoff of 0.7 nm. See also
Fig. S5 and Fig. S12.
FIGURE 2 Probabilities and representative conformations for (a) dimers,
(b) trimers, and (c) tetramers. The probability distribution was computed
according to the RMSD of each conformation from the reference structures
(clusters A (x axis) and B (y axis) for dimers and tetramers, and clusters A
(x axis) and C (y axis) for the trimer case). The monomer case is reported in
Fig. 1 a. The cutoffs for clustering were 0.26 nm (dimers), 0.3 nm (trimers),
and 0.35 nm (tetramers). In the case of dimers, the side chain of K28 (only
heavy atoms) is shown using balls and sticks and the C-terminus is located
with a sphere at one end of the backbone (see text and Fig. 3 for details).
Extended lists of the clusters for each case are provided in Fig. S6,
Fig. S7, and Fig. S8.
FIGURE 3 Possible arrangements of a pair of hairpins to form a planar
dimer. Another set of arrangements can be constructed by switching the
sign of all of the charges. For each case, a cluster from our simulations
with the same arrangement is shown (see also Fig. 2 a).
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competition between electrostatic and hydrophobic interac-
tions, our simulations show that the conformations adopted
by the dimers are mainly dictated by electrostatics. To illus-
trate this point, we consider idealized structures built usingb-hairpins (see Fig. 3) and compare them with the structures
that are actually observed in our simulations. Fig. 3 shows
four possible dimer constructs consisting of two b-hairpins
in a planar conformation.
Case I has the terminal charges placed in an alternating
conformation. This arrangement has the disadvantage of
putting both the positive side chain of the lysine and the
positive N-terminus in close contact with the negative
terminus of the other chain. In a situation like this, the
competition between the positive charges for interacting
with the negative terminus destabilizes the dimer. The oppo-
site situation can be found in case IV, where the dimer now
has to contend with two charges of the same sign in close
contact. This situation is unfavorable, even though the
case depicted in Fig. 3 does benefit from a mild stabilization
offered by the hydrophobic moieties being in proximity. The
alternate case, in which two positive charges are close to
each other, will be extremely unstable because now both
the positive termini and K28 are in contact. Cases II and
III are analogous to cases I and IV above, but with one of
the peptides flipped. Case II is more favorable than case
III because it benefits from the burial of the hydrophobic
moieties (as in case IV).
Similar arguments explain why a perfect stacking of hair-
pins is not favorable and instead leads to a distorted stacking
such as the one observed in our simulations in cluster D
(Fig. 2 a). An alternate solution to the stacking problem is
adopted by the conformations in clusters A and E (Fig. 2
a), which consists of tilting one of the two hairpins in the
stacking to maximize interchain contacts and minimize
electrostatic repulsions.
Because of the destabilizing effects of the charged
groups, in many of the clusters found in our simulations,
one of the two hairpins is usually destabilized, as in the
case of clusters C and D. In this situation, one section of
the chain tends to form hydrogen bonds with the other
hairpin, at the same time extending the other section of
the hairpin. It is not surprising to find that sometimes both
hairpins are destabilized, so that they both adopt an
extended conformation stabilized by interchain hydrogen
bonds (38,39) as in cluster B. The two chains adopt anBiophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586
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sign from being close together.
In the paragraphs above, we were able to explain the
conformations found for the dimers based on electrostatic
considerations. These findings lead us to conclude that at
least for length scales comparable to the size of a dimer,
electrostatics are the dominant driving force that dictates
the prevalent structural arrangement.
We now turn to the question of whether the compact
dimers are energetically or entropically stabilized. On the
basis of dimer simulations, Kittner and Knecht (39) sug-
gested that compact conformations (defined based on a
radius-of-gyration cutoff) are entropically stabilized. Our
simulations support this picture, and below we propose a
simple argument to that effect. As shown in Fig. 1 b, dimers
are mainly constructed through the aggregation of mono-
meric hairpins. Thus, one can evaluate the entropy of each
conformation by counting how many conformations can
be built that belong to a particular cluster.
One possible arrangement consists of hairpins in a
planar conformation, such as the ones reported in Fig. 3.
As explained above, these conformations have many con-
straints on how the charges are packed, so their entropy
is generally very low. However, the formation of hydrogen
bonds leads to a lower energy as well. Conformations
corresponding to cluster A (i.e., with two hairpins in a
tilted conformation) allow for a much higher entropy
because the two hairpins can either slide or flip with
respect to each other. Extended conformations have more
favorable energetic contributions than the hairpins as a
result of more favorable hydrogen bonding between the
strands, and because an extended chain intrinsically has a
lower energy (primarily as a result of its dihedral angles)
(39). Clusters of type C (consisting of a hairpin and a
distorted hairpin) take advantage of both energetic and
entropic stabilizations. The fact that one stem of one
hairpin forms hydrogen bonds with the other hairpin results
in lower energy, whereas the dangling sections of the
chain allows multiple conformations to be adopted. Hence,
it is not surprising that compact conformations with a
tilted hairpin (such as cluster A) or with a dangling section
(such as cluster C) are the most stable due to entropic
considerations.Trimer: extended b-sheet conformations
dominate the conformational space
In the trimer, there is an obvious transition from compact to
extended structures, as shown in Fig. 1 c, which depicts the
distribution of a single chain inside the trimer. We denote
these new populations in the plot as T1, T2, and T3. These
conformations are more extended than those seen in the
dimer case. Although structure T3 is not highly populated,
it represents a fully stretched chain and can be considered
as an upper limit for the chain extension.Biophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586Overall, the trimers do not seem to adopt a preferential
structure, and instead populate multiple aggregate confor-
mations, as can be seen from both Fig. 1 (one chain inside
the trimers) and Fig. 2 b (overall trimers conformations).
The most populated clusters are composed of extended
chains, such as clusters A and B. Cluster A has a b-sheet
conformation with antiparallel alignment of the chains,
with the plane slightly twisted along the directions of the
hydrogen bonds (Fig. S13). Planar b-sheet conformations
are not optimal conformations because they expose the
hydrophobic moieties to the solvent, and the aggregates
therefore tend to adopt conformations that can minimize
this type of exposure. Cluster B shows another possible
means of protecting the hydrophobic side chains by twisting
the backbones to achieve a more compact structure.
Of interest, trimers also populate aggregates composed of
both b-hairpins and extended chains. These aggregates are
fundamental for understanding how b-hairpins, which are
commonly found in monomers in solution, become incorpo-
rated inside a growing fibril. Consider, for instance, cluster
C, which consists of two stretched chains and one chain in
a hairpin-like conformation. The hairpin does not form in-
tramolecular hydrogen bonds (required to become a proper
b-hairpin), but rather forms intermolecular hydrogen bonds
with the stretched chains. This arrangement suggests that
a b-hairpin conformation is destabilized in the presence of
two straight chains. However, the inclusion of a b-hairpin
inside a trimer leads to more subtle effects on the structure
of the oligomer. Indeed, we have found that flat oligomers
are usually formed by extended chains with a hairpin at
one of the edges, such as those found in cluster F. If all
the chains are extended, the plane with the hydrogen bonds
is usually distorted to better protect the hydrophobic moie-
ties, as in clusters A and B.
A general feature shared by all the chains is that they are
disposed in an antiparallel fashion, a consequence of the
electrostatic considerations discussed in the previous sec-
tion in the context of the dimer. Slight out-of-registry
arrangements (see cluster A) are observed. In general, struc-
tures composed only of b-hairpins are scarce, and we only
observe trimers of distorted hairpins in our simulations
(such as those found in cluster D, with three bent chains
clustered together). It is clear that, even in this conforma-
tion, the chains prefer to form interchain hydrogen bonds
as in cluster C. Clusters with all three chains in a compact
hairpin conformation are rare. In particular, we have not
found any flat conformations composed only by b-hairpins,
with arrangements similar to what was found for the dimers
(for example, clusters F and H in Fig. 3).
In general, the trimer shows a more complicated behavior
than the dimer. The structures of the dimer can be predicted
mainly on the basis of electrostatic arguments. However, in
the case of the trimer, electrostatic interactions would drive
toward extended conformations, subsequently exposing
a large hydrophobic surface. In the case of the dimer,
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phobic effect, whereas this is not the case for the trimer.
In the trimer, the structures try to optimize the surface
area to minimize the hydrophobic surface (driving to
compact conformations), whereas the electrostatic interac-
tions tend to keep the sections of the chains as far apart as
possible to minimize the repulsion between charges (driving
to extended conformations). The chains hence tend to
become stretched to optimize the charge repulsions, and
the stretched chains in turn allow for better packing of the
hydrophobic lateral groups as well.Tetramer: extended chains dominate
The tetramers show a better-defined structure than the
trimers, even though a certain degree of heterogeneity is still
present. In the case of the trimers, this heterogeneity is
a consequence of the fact that single chains can adopt
both extended and hairpin conformations. In contrast, the
chain inside a tetramer favors a stretched conformation
(Fig. 1 d), and the heterogeneity is a consequence of the
different possible ways to organize these chains (Fig. 2 c).
Tetramers tend to prefer compact conformations to mini-
mize the exposed hydrophobic surface. A clear example
of this is cluster A. The chains are stretched, with the hydro-
phobic side chains packed inside. In this arrangement, the
chains are also able to build favorable interchain hydrogen
bonds. This structure resembles a b-barrel, with a shape
similar to that of a chalice. Chains adopt an antiparallel
arrangement as in the trimer. This b-barrel conformation
is intriguing in light of the hypothesis that the toxicity of
Ab(25–35) is connected to the formation of transmembrane
voltage-dependent ion channels that can alter normal cell
homeostasis (14,19,85). In a previous study, Kim and
Weaver (85) used MD simulations to build model pores.
They showed that Ab(25–35) can form cylindrical aggre-
gates with an internal cavity that potentially can transfer
ions through the membrane. These aggregates were com-
posed of Ab(25–35) peptides in an extended conformation
kept together by hydrogen bonds among the backbones.
These structures are very similar to the distorted b-barrel
conformations adopted by the tetramers in our simulations.
In a recent study by Laganowsky et al. (86), the formation of
b-barrel structures (named cylindrins) during aggregation
was confirmed. These species were shown to be toxic, high-
lighting the importance of gaining a better understanding of
the aggregates that are off-pathways to the formation of
fibrils. Clusters B and C are representative of the majority
of the clusters found, and account for the most-compact
structures. Because the chains in these clusters do not
form as many hydrogen bonds as in cluster A, they can slide
with respect to each other and form more compact, spher-
ical-like aggregates.
In general, chains tend not to form b-hairpins; rather, they
try to be extended to form as many hydrogen bonds aspossible. These resulting conformations are very compact,
to protect the hydrophobic core. A notable exception is
cluster D. This cluster is particularly interesting because,
unlike the clusters described above, it adopts a flat confor-
mation with two hairpins at the edges. In this arrangement,
the chains can maximize both intra- and interchain hydro-
gen bonds, while at the same time the hydrophobic side
chains are clustered together in a small region. In contrast,
as can be seen in cluster I, when the chains are all extended,
the plane tends to be twisted to maximize the hydrophobic
contacts (Fig. S13). This is similar to what was observed
for the trimer, suggesting once again that flat extended struc-
tures require the recruitment of hairpins (the most common
monomer structure present in solution) at their edges to
avoid distortion of the b-sheet and its collapse into more
compact conformations. Such conformations can better pro-
tect the hydrophobic moieties, but are less likely candidates
for further fibril formation.
In sum, the tetramer case starts to show an obvious
predominance of hydrophobic effect over electrostatic
repulsion. This is likely a result of the abundance of
stretched chains that keep the charges farther apart than in
the case of the dimer. It is important to emphasize that
trimers and tetramers show similar trends. For example,
both oligomers tend to allow for a variety of structures,
ranging from compact structures to extended ones. Compact
structures can be explained in terms of minimizing the
(hydrophobic) surface area, whereas extended structures
show a more complicated behavior. In fact, the presence
of a hairpin at one extremity of the b-sheet leads the sheet
to have a flatter conformation. In this respect, the trimer
represents the transition point toward fibrillar-like struc-
tures. In fact, as the oligomer size increases, hairpins are
increasingly disfavored, so that hairpins included in a b-
sheet are very likely destabilized, leading to their extension
and the resulting growth of the sheet.DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our simulations show that the Ab(25–35) peptide undergoes
a major structural rearrangement when moving from a dimer
to a trimer. This transition is characterized by a switch from
b-hairpin conformations to b-strands. The extension of the
chains is mainly related to the problem of packing the
charged groups along the backbone of each peptide in an
efficient way. We also found that b-sheets are in equilibrium
with more-compact structures, such that the distribution of
conformations for trimers and tetramers is extremely hetero-
geneous. Whereas the formation of compact structures can
be explained on the basis of minimizing the exposure of
hydrophobic moieties, as will be explained below, the stabi-
lization of b-sheets is probably driven by kinetic consider-
ations rather than equilibrium ones.
Even though REMD does not allow for a direct probing of
the kinetics, we can draw some conclusions about the mostBiophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586
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study (Fig. 4). One of the models that has been proposed in
the literature to explain the aggregation of amyloids is
a two-step mechanism (87,88) in the spirit of the dock-
lock model proposed by Esler and co-workers (89). In the
first step, the chains collapse driven by hydrophobic interac-
tions. After this collapse occurs, the aggregate starts to rear-
range itself to improve the packing of the chains. In this
second stage of aggregation, the chains try to maximize
the number of interchain hydrogen bonds. As a consequence,
they adopt a stretched conformation and form b-sheet struc-
tures. This mechanism was observed by Cheon et al. (88) in
simulations of the aggregation pathway of Ab(16–22), but it
does not appear to be the case for Ab(25–35). Rather, we
observe in our simulations that the initial oligomers try to
properly pack the charged residues, very often exposing
their hydrophobic moieties, in contrast with what would
be expected in a hydrophobic collapse. In particular, the
structures that are most likely to grow into fibrils show the
highest exposure.
Our simulations suggest an alternate view of aggregation
that draws from crystallization processes. It is well known
that in the case of synthetic polymers, such as polyethylene,
the growth of crystalline structures is of a kinetic rather than
an equilibrium nature. This means that the crystalline struc-
ture that is obtained is the one that has a faster growth rate,
and this does not typically correspond to the equilibrium
structure (90).
The process we have in mind is sketched in Fig. 4. The
aggregation starts with the association of two b-hairpins,
the most common conformation for monomers is solution.
At this stage, as discussed for the dimers, one of the chains
is usually destabilized and adopts an extended conforma-
tion. A third incoming chain would stick to the extended
chain of the dimer and as a consequence extend as well.
This process will eventually continue until a stable fibril is
grown.FIGURE 4 Proposed aggregation pathway. The aggregation is triggered
by the association of two monomers in a b-hairpin conformation. At this
point, one of the two chains is usually destabilized and adopts an extended
conformation. In the same way, other monomers can be added to the
growing front. Of interest, when all of the chains are extended, the oligo-
mers tend to form compact conformations instead of a flat b-sheet. Thus,
a flux of incoming b-hairpins is necessary to avoid this collapse, making
this a kinetic (rather than an equilibrium) growth model.
Biophysical Journal 103(3) 576–586In principle, there are a number of ways by which the
propagation process could proceed. In one scenario, all of
the b-hairpins would extend at the same time. These types
of extended oligomers are indeed present in our simulations
(for example, cluster B for the dimers), but are never
the dominant conformation. Even though these structures
appear to have the correct structure to grow into fibrils,
they tend to buckle, and eventually collapse into a more
compact structure (a good example is cluster A for the tetra-
mers). As a consequence, these b-sheet conformations are
unlikely candidates as seeds for further aggregation into
fibrils. Instead, our simulations show that more plausible
precursors for aggregation are trimers and tetramers that
adopt structures with a chain in a hairpin conformation or
with a floating chain-end at one end of the sheet (a good
example is cluster F for the trimer; Fig. 2). Our simulations
indicate that before they are destabilized, b-hairpins help
ensure a flat conformation of the b-sheet adjoining the
hairpin (see discussion about tetramers). Thus, not only is
the hairpin monomer essential for the growth process, it is
also required for the structural stabilization of the b-sheet.
In another scenario, an extra chain enters a dimer formed
by two proper hairpins. We do not believe that this is a likely
growth mechanism, because this type of aggregate requires
a longer time to reorganize, as both an extension and a relo-
cation of the chains are required.
In summary, our simulations support a picture in which
the growth of the fibril is dictated by the ability of the
hairpin to first stabilize a flat, b-sheet conformation, and
then to be destabilized in a second step so as to form an
extended chain. The importance of kinetically stable struc-
tures for the formation of amyloid was also observed in
MD simulations by Hwang et al. (91), in which dimeric
conformations were seen to be kinetically trapped long
enough for other chains to add to the aggregate. In the
context of larger aggregates than the ones studied here,
simulations by Magno and co-workers (92) showed the
dependence of fibril formation on the stability of the b-sheet
structures formed.
The importance of b-hairpin formation for fibril growth
can be inferred from experiments that influence the hairpin
population. Our simulations show that the charged states of
the termini play a critical role in the formation of the
hairpin. In particular, both K28 and M35 are key players
in this respect. When a single chain is considered, K28
competes with the N-terminus for the negatively charged
C-terminus (see discussion about the monomers). On the
other hand, when multiple chains come close together, the
electrostatic repulsion of the lysines plays a key role in
shaping the final stable conformation(s) (a detailed discus-
sion about this effect can be found in the section about
dimers). Terzi et al. (34) showed that as the pH of a solution
of Ab(25–35) is lowered from pH 7.4 to pH 4.0 or 5.5,
leading to a less charged C-terminus, the equilibrium is
shifted away from a b structure toward a random coil
Role of b-Hairpins in Ab Aggregation 583conformation. Consistently, only stable insoluble amyloid
aggregates are found when incubated at pH 7.4 (93). Exper-
iments have also shown that mutations of the terminal
methionine M35 group (the latter being associated with
Ab aggregate oxidative stress) to lysine can block the aggre-
gation process (14,19,26). Replacing M35 by aspartate, on
the other hand, promotes aggregation. Our simulations pro-
vide an explanation for these observations. Indeed, a lysine
at the C-terminus will repeal the N-terminus, abolishing the
formation of a b-hairpin and disfavoring aggregation. In
addition, an extra lysine will double the total charge per
chain, increasing the repulsion among the different chains.
Following the same line of reasoning, aspartate with its
negative charge will have the exact opposite effect.
The ability of the peptide backbone to switch among
different conformations (i.e., from hairpin to extended)
requires an intrinsic flexibility of the side chains. In fact,
if the barrier for the transition from b-hairpin to b-strand
is too high, the aggregation process will be slowed down
considerably. Experimental support for this picture can be
found in the work of Pike and co-workers (26), which
showed that mutating M35 into a less flexible amino acid,
such as leucine or tyrosine, hampers or even fully blocks
aggregation.
The view that we propose is consistent with a previous
theoretical study by Ma and Nussinov (94), which showed
that the stability of monomeric intermediate species can
affect the growth of fibrils of Ab(25–35).
Our model is also compatible with the dock-lock mecha-
nism proposed in the literature (89,95–99), in which the
monomer adds to the growing front in a dock phase, fol-
lowed by a structural rearrangement that locks the newly
added chain into position. As in the dock-lock model, our
model agrees with the experimental finding that the lock
phase is the rate-limiting process (89,100). Our model has
the unique feature that the most stable conformations do
not consist of pure b-sheets; rather, they either contain hair-
pins or are formed from compact aggregates of b-strands.
Our model relies on a very specific conformation (the
hairpin) that is destabilized when it is in contact with other
chains, leading it to adopt a b-strand conformation. A more
detailed discussion of our model is given in Fig. S14. At
the same time, this model reconciles the observation that
although hairpins are present in the monomer form, they
do not appear in the context of full-fledged fibrils, which
consist primarily of extended (or, for some sequences,
strand-loop-strand) motifs. It also explains why experiments
that force the formation of overly stable b-hairpins in the
monomeric state by means such as disulfide bonds (e.g.,
the Ab40 cc and Ab42 cc constructs of Sandberg et al.
(47)) actually lead to decreased fibril formation and to the
population of other types of aggregates. Our simulations
highlight the fact that the hairpin needs to retain sufficient
flexibility so that it can readjust its structure to accommo-
date the fibril structure, which an overly stable conformation(such as a disulfide-linked hairpin) would not be able do. It
is interesting to contrast the cross-linking procedure of
Sandberg et al. (47), in which a hairpin structure (i.e., a
conformation not present in the fibril) was enforced in Ab,
with the cross-linking performed by Sciarretta et al. (101).
In the latter study, residues D23–K28, which are located
in the loop region of Ab in the context of the fibril, were
cross-linked via a lactam bridge. As a result of this modi-
fication, the monomeric peptide preferentially adopted a
conformation that was already commensurate with the
strand-loop-strand conformations found in the fibril, leading
to a significant increase in Ab aggregation rates.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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